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Health information management systems help gather, compile, and analyze health data to help manage population health and reduce healthcare costs. It can support the clinical decision, help diagnose individual patients, and improve patient care. In this study, a personal health information management system based on Java is presented. Based on the Java platform, the overall hierarchical structure of the system is designed including a health information management module, personal health data synchronization module, and full-text retrieval module, to realize the functions of the system. To improve the security of personal health information, the data encryption standard (DES) algorithm is implemented to encrypt and protect personal healthcare information. The system is evaluated in terms of health information acquisition accuracy, information security, and system response time. To verify the robustness of the proposed health information management system, it is compared with two related studies. The maximum health information acquisition accuracy of the system is 99%, the safety factor reported is above 0.9, and the maximum response time is only 0.8 s. The experimental results show that the designed personal health information management system can collect health information more accurately and ensure the security of information, and the overall response time is shorter.

1. Introduction

A big challenge that patients face today in healthcare is the unavailability of access to their health information. Idyllically, patients will have a complete and updated version of their health information, which can be made accessible to any provider that they wish to use it. As patients move, travel, and get their care from different care providers, their treatment records are shared across multiple sites where they have received treatment. These medical records are usually not shared and updated unless the sites are part of a network of providers that share common medical information systems [1]. Past treatment records are an essential input in clinical decision-making, and without the consolidation of all related medical information, there is a risk of inefficient treatment, delays in diagnosis, and medical errors.

Recently, people’s living standards have significantly improved. At the same time, the concept of healthy life has attracted more and more attention. People’s attention to personal healthcare and disease prevention has become stronger and stronger. At the same time, the accelerating pace of life, food safety, and the increasing trend of population aging have caused a strong impact on traditional medical care and healthcare methods. How to conveniently realize and comprehensively master their health information, realize the prevention of chronic diseases and more accurate diagnosis, and realize personal health information management has become a topic of increasing concern [2].

The rapid development of information communication and computing power [3] provides great potential for medical information access, collection, sharing, and analysis. These technologies provide exceptional chances to support
next-generation healthcare systems. A major fence today is how to personalize healthcare services and to help people to enhance current offered healthcare services and applications. Zhe and Yongli [4] proposed a healthcare data management system based on integrated learning. The system is comprised of multiple layers in which the administrator operates and manages the operation layer to achieve system control, regulation, and application. The big data analysis layer is used to obtain the health data prediction results fused with multidimensional parameter information. The bagging-integrated learning method is combined with the ELM predictive model to obtain a high-precision strong learning model to achieve effective interpretation of different multidimensional all-cloud health big data. Li and Dongxin [5] proposed a health data management system based on the B/S architecture. A comprehensive student mental health database has been constructed in this system, and a mental health diagnosis and treatment plan for college and universities student has been established for remote consultation, self-diagnosis, on-site evaluation, and psychotherapy. Hu et al. [6] developed a healthcare information management system based on virtual reality. Based on graphics and image processing techniques, the management mode is presented in 3D visualization, which makes the management of the data center more intuitive, and managers can be more proactive and convenient to manage. The authors in [7] discussed the structure of the Java EE platform and analyzed the Strust2, Spring, and Hibernate frameworks. In this system, the solution of the remote health information service system is presented through the integration of these three frameworks. The system was effective in providing a method for online diagnosis and health consultation. A distributed health information system that uses the service-oriented architecture as a basis for developing, implementing, installing, managing, and calling e-healthcare services was presented in [8]. The system is based on multimedia input and output, such as graphics and speech, which makes the system more pretty to users who are not computer-oriented. Li et al. [9] developed an intervention of subhealth management information system using a lightweight Java EE framework based on Struts, Hibernate, and Spring. The system is divided into three layers, web layer, service layer, and PO layer. The system can provide better maintainability and reliability in healthcare services. Ngai et al. [10] proposed a radio frequency identification-based healthcare information management system for the healthcare industries. They investigated the application of radio frequency identification technology for building the healthcare information management system for providing effective services in transforming and optimizing healthcare practices in the industry. Olamide et al. [11] constructed a hospital management system that provides improved administration and control, more patient care, and improved profitability. The system is based on Java as the front-end software and has connectivity with the back-end software.

To realize the security management of personal health information, a personal health information management system based on Java is presented in this study. With the support of the Java platform, the reliability of the personal health information management system is improved, and the encryption algorithm is used to encrypt and securely transmit personal health information.

The rest of the paper is ordered as follows. In Section 2, the proposed healthcare information management system is presented and the different modules and functions are illustrated. In Section 3, the results of the proposed system are discussed, and the conclusion is given in Section 4.

## 2. Personal Health Information Management System Based on Java

Java platform is a specification and standard for developing distributed enterprise applications. It provides developers with a set of powerful application programming interfaces (APIs) to facilitate users’ network application development. Developers can build reusable and flexible web applications through this platform. At present, the Java platform has become one of the most widely used web application development technologies in global enterprise application information systems [12]. Java uses a distributed multilayer application model, divides the application logic into different components according to functions, and divides the two-layer model into four layers, and the layers are independent of each other. Each layer is assigned a specific service. The idea of layering enables the client to solve the problems of data reception and data display. The overall structure of the proposed personal health information management system constructed is shown in Figure 1.

The disruption of the different layers in the layered architecture of Java is given as follows:

(i) **Client Layer.** This layer directly interacts with system users. The client layer presents the result data information of the server background processing to users. The Java platform supports multiple types of users, such as hypertext markup language (HTML) and Java Applet, usually a browser.

(ii) **Presentation Layer.** This layer is mainly managed by the web container and used to receive user requests. The presentation layer passes the received data to the business logic layer and returns the results processed by the business logic layer to the client layer. Usually, the function of the presentation layer is realized by Java server pages (JSP) or Servlets [10].

(iii) **Business Logic Layer.** It provides services for the presentation layer to process business logic and provides necessary interfaces. The business logic layer stores the data provided by the presentation layer into the information system layer after corresponding processing and also returns the processing results to the presentation layer.

(iv) **Information System Layer.** The services of this layer are mainly implemented in the database system for storing and retrieving information.

Since Java is a platform-independent language, products based on the Java platform can run on any operating system and hardware in the market. Therefore, products developed
on the Java platform can reduce secondary development caused by platform upgrades and project migration. The Java platform provides an excellent platform for software application developers to develop efficient, flexible, and easy-to-use web applications [13].

2.1. System Hardware Design

2.1.1. Health Information Management Module. A personal health information system should be easy and convenient to work because its users are mostly patients and clinicians. The users should be able to use the client via a web browser as the operation of the system interface, and they can be able to use the web interface directly [14]. Based on the above consideration, this system is developed and designed based on the Java EE platform. The architecture of the personal health information management module is depicted in Figure 2.

Personal file management is mainly divided into two file management categories: visit report and health file. The visit report manages the user’s medical information records in the form of file management, such as hospital information, department information, medical personnel information, and inspection report. The personal health information management system also maintains the most basic and perfect health file information for individual users. Health files should meet national standards, have comprehensive information coverage, and realize the characteristic management of the whole life [15].

The health data management function mainly realizes the classified management of personal sign data, cardiovascular data, and other health data. As the information data with obvious personal health characteristics, personal sign data, and cardiovascular data have the characteristics of relatively mature data measurement technology, relatively stable data changes, and serious impact of abnormal data on physical health. They are widely used in health examination and the prevention of chronic diseases.

In addition to core functions such as health information management, the health information management module also provides health service management.

(1) Healthcare Knowledge Popularization. For common health problems, the information management module can recommend medical and health knowledge popularization for users, improve users’ medical and health knowledge level, and require the content of medical and health knowledge base to be simple, easy to understand, rigorous, and reliable.

(2) Visit Information Recommendation. This module comprehensively recommends the medical institution information with user characteristics according to the existing user’s health information, the basic information of the connected medical institution, the specialty of the department, and the comprehensive medical ability. Moreover, it can also provide users with geographic location information of medical institutions.

(3) Personal Health Information Sharing. This module can be used by patients to query their health files, medical reports, and health data by authorizing other users [16].

(4) Complaints and Suggestions. In addition to providing users with the input and suggestion function of the personal health information management system platform, users can also be provided with the ability to evaluate and complain about medical institutions and medical personnel. Users’ evaluation and complaint suggestions can be used as an assessment index of the comprehensive ability of medical institutions and medical personnel [17].

2.1.2. Personal Health Data Synchronization Module. It is essential to analyze the synchronization of patient data among health facilities using electronic medical records systems. The application of modern technology in the healthcare system
aims to upsurge the reliability, convenience, and productivity of delivered healthcare services [18]. The proposed personal health information management system is an application system based on a medical system database. In the development of such systems, it is indispensable to establish synchronization mechanisms and data sharing between the different databases. In this study, encryption techniques are used to encrypt data transmission. Moreover, firewalls and other security measures are also added for protection. The network topology of synchronous transmission of the personal health data is shown in Figure 3.

To synchronize data between the webserver service center and the data center of the platform, a general transmission protocol must be designed, and data transmission can be carried out based on this transmission protocol. Because the data center needs to synchronize data with multiple application systems, the coupling of the system must also be considered when designing the synchronization network topology; that is, in the design process, the data dependence between systems should be reduced as much as possible.

2.1.3. Full-Text Retrieval Module. To achieve a comprehensive retrieval of personal health and medical data, the full-text retrieval module is designed using the integrated model of Solr and HBase. Solr is an enterprise-level search server development framework based on Apache Lucene. It uses an API interface similar to RESTful Web Service. Therefore, its indexing method is similar to the Key-Value pair used by HBase. It is very convenient to call, which makes the integrated development based on Solr and HBase relatively convenient. The overall structure of the full-text search module is shown in Figure 4.

2.2. System Software Design. Privacy-preserving is at present a highly active domain of the healthcare system. Ensure safe and reliable medical data are stored. It is very suitable for software and hardware requirements as encryption and decryption take the same algorithm. In this algorithm, only the encryption function needs to be reversed and the round keys to be taken in opposite order [19]. To protect users’ health data, data encryption standard (DES) symmetric encryption is used to encrypt personal health data. The main process of DES symmetric encryption is to perform calculations fixedly. There are 64 bit plain texts, which are converted into 56 bit secret keys to achieve encryption. The schematic diagram of DES symmetric encryption is shown in Figure 5.

Each round of calculation is a set of procedures for DES symmetric encryption. The single set of calculation procedures is shown in Figure 6.

The DES symmetric encryption first defines the key by mathematical logic, which is defined as follows:

\[ K = \lim_{a \to b} M \cap X_i g_i, \]

where \( M \) represents the plaintext of personal health privacy information, \( X_i \) is the bandwidth of the transmission network, and \( g \) shows the local area network environment for personal health information transmission.

Based on the definition of secret key space \( K \), the ciphertext encryption method is defined, which is computed using the following equation:

\[ Q = \frac{W_e(d^2 q_k dx)}{K}, \quad (2) \]

In equation (2), \( K \) represents the length of the secret key space, \( q_k \) represents the safety factor, and \( W_e \) represents the amount of plaintext data in personal health data.

Using the ciphertext encryption method, the plain text is encrypted and calculated. The computation process is given as

\[ C = \frac{Q}{S} + Z(d^2 aq_k dx), \quad (3) \]

where \( S \) is the encryption rule variable and \( Z \) represents the encryption environment coefficient, and its value range is \([0, 1]\). Generally, it takes the upper limit of 0.65, and \( a \) represents the maximum content that the equipment can run. Using equation (3), the encryption processing of personal health data is completed. The encryption data flow process is shown in Figure 7.

3. Experimental Verification

In this study, a personal health information management system based on Java is developed and implemented. To verify the performance of the system, the system performance test experiment is carried out. The test environment configuration information of the system is shown in Table 1. The system login interface is shown in Figure 8.

After the system logs in successfully, the system performance verification experiment is started. The overall experimental scheme is set as follows: taking the health information acquisition accuracy, information security, and system response time as the experimental comparison indicators, the proposed personal health information system is verified and compared with the integrated learning system proposed in reference [4] and with the B/S architecture system proposed in reference [5].

3.1. Health Information Collection Accuracy. For scientific instruments, it is essential to be both accurate and precise. This is important because bad equipment, poor data processing, or human error can lead to inaccurate results that are not very close to the truth. The accuracy represents how precisely the measured values reflect the real or the original values of the personal health information system [20]. Figure 9 shows the comparative results of the proposed health information system with the personal health information systems presented in [4, 5], respectively.

It can be seen that in a long experimental time, the information acquisition accuracy of the proposed health information system always maintains a high level, and the maximum acquisition accuracy reaches 99%. The acquisition accuracy of the system based on integrated learning and the
Figure 2: Functional structure of health information management module.

Figure 3: Network topology of synchronous transmission of personal health data.
system based on B/S architecture fluctuates greatly, and the maximum acquisition accuracy of the two systems is always less than 90%. This shows that the proposed health information system is reliable, and its performance is stable under different experimental conditions.

3.2. Information Security. Information security is the protection of information and information systems from unauthorized access, use, disclosure, disruption, modification, or destruction. Information security is achieved by ensuring the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of...
information. Because of personal health information and secret information of users, the system needs to protect users' health information and avoid illegal and unauthorized access. Therefore, a personal health information management system is required to have high information security. The information security factor is a parameter between 0 and 1. The closer it is to 1, the higher the security of information is. The information security comparison results of the three systems are shown in Table 2. It can be seen that the safety factor of the proposed personal health information is always maintained above 0.9, while the highest safety factor of the two comparison methods is only 84. The average safety factor of the proposed system is 0.968, the average safety factor of the system based on integrated learning is 0.695, and the average safety factor of the system based on B/S architecture is 0.692, respectively. Therefore, it is verified that the proposed system can improve the security of personal health information.

3.3. System Response Time. System response time is the time between when the user initiates an action and when the health information system starts to display the result.
Health information systems must answer to external interactions in the environment within a predetermined amount of time. Health information systems must provide the correct result and generate it in a timely manner. This means that response time is as important as producing correct results. Real-time systems must be developed to meet these response times. Hardware and software must be developed to support response time requirements for these systems. The response time comparison results of the three systems are shown in Table 3.

#### Table 2: Comparison results of information security.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of experiments/time</th>
<th>Proposed system</th>
<th>System based on integrated learning</th>
<th>System based on B/S architecture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mean value</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.968</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.695</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.692</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Observing the comparison results of system response time, it can be found that the response time of the proposed system is much lower than that of the two existing health information systems. The maximum response time of the proposed system is 0.8 s, that of the integrated learning system is 6.1 s, and that of the system based on B/S architecture is 7.1 s, respectively. This proved that the system is much faster than the existing personal health information systems in providing feedback to the patients and clinicians.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a personal health information management system based on a Java that uses the service-oriented architecture as a basis for designing, implementing, deploying, managing, and invoking e-healthcare services. We developed a web-based personal health information management system that can be used by patients to collect and manage their health information, request self-referrals, and store a record of their consultations. To verify the robustness of the proposed health information management system, we compared it with two related studies, and the results were found better than the state-of-the-art models. The experimental results show that the designed personal health information management system can collect health information more accurately and ensure the security of information, and the overall response time is shorter. The maximum health information mining of this system is 99%, the safety factor is always above 0.9, and the maximum response time is only 0.8. Therefore, it shows that the proposed personal health information management system can improve the overall management performance from many aspects.
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